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Chapter 257 A Good Hard Slap 
Kingsley marched forward and stood before Tyrone, meeting the latter’s gaze. “Without 
definite instructions from Lord Campbell, I won’t take your life. But…” 
Smack! 
Before he finished his sentence, Kingsley clasped his hands around Tyrone’s neck and 
then pulled him in closer and slapped him across the face. 
Holy moly! 
Goodness gracious! 
Oh my god! 
In the big hall, hundreds of individuals froze on their spot, stunned as if they had been 
struck by lightning. They were shocked beyond belief. 
Is Kingsley crazy? That’s Tyrone! Yet, Kingsley just gave him a good hard slap right in 
front of everyone when he’s but a leader of the Horizon Group! 
Tyrone was astonished himself. His face turned pale as he stared at Kingsley blankly, 
and his face eventually became contorted in anger. 
With that one slap, the mysterious facade of his that came from being a member of a 
prestigious family with centuries of history was shattered instantly, and his superior 
image was ruined. 
He feared that no one would ever treat him with respect ever again. 
“Kingsley! You must be crazy!” Tyrone roared. 
“Let go of Mr. Tyrone!” a youth belonging to Gideon’s faction called out. 
However, the moment the words left his mouth, he screamed as Kingsley’s Azure 
Wyvern sword flew toward him and pierced through his chest. He was pushed back by 
the enormous force and pinned to the wall by the blade. Blood dribbled down slowly on 
the wall. 
“Anybody else has anything to say?” Kingsley murmured. 
Everyone else stayed silent out of fear that Kingsley would take their lives next. 
At this moment, everyone knew that Kingsley was a mad dog. 
“Not even Luke would dare steal Lord Campbell’s land reclamation project. So who are 
you to do so?” Kingsley spat, his voice cold. He then gave Tyrone another slap. “I heard 
that you like hitting people in the face. I’ll let you have a taste of your own medicine 
today!” 
Tyrone was infuriated. His eyes dimmed gradually, and the murderous intent within his 
heart expanded to the extremes. 
Then, Kingsley let Tyrone go. “I won’t take your life. The question is, do you dare take 
mine?” 
Kingsley then pointed at his temples. “Come, shoot me right here. Do away with my 
life.” 
Tyrone stared at Kingsley fixedly. A gun soon appeared in Tyrone’s hand, and he aimed 
it at Kingsley’s skull. 
Some of the onlookers were clamoring for Tyrone to open fire in their hearts. 
Kill him! Pull the trigger! 
Many of them were looking forward to Tyrone putting a bullet in Kingsley, and they knew 
that Tyrone had the guts and capability to do so. After all, Tyrone was the Ninth Prince 



of the Campbell clan, and he was one of the third-generation generals as well. 
However, Tyrone knew what would happen if he opened fire. 
He would incur the wrath of Horizon Group and Lord Campbell. 
Everybody knew the consequences would be dire if one offended Lord Campbell. 
Amongst the Campbell clan, there was an individual with god-like strength who was so 
old that he was akin to a living fossil. He once analyzed Lord Campbell’s power and 
eventually declared, “I’ve never met the young man called Lord Campbell before. 
However, if we do engage in a fight, I’m not sure that I would be able to win. His 
strength is terrifying, and I’d advise everyone to avoid getting on his bad side at all 
costs.” 
“Go on, shoot.” Kingsley smiled. 
Tyrone set his gun down gradually and threw it on the ground. “Horizon Group wins.” 
Whether it was Rupert, Akio, or others from the Gideon faction, everyone present was 
dumbstruck, gaping at Tyrone and Kingsley. 
Tyrone actually admitted defeat! What does this mean? This must mean that Tyrone 
dreads Horizon Group, or to be more accurate, he’s afraid of Lord Campbell! Exactly 
how formidable Lord Campbell is for the Ninth Prince of a five-hundred-year-old family 
to fear him! 
Tyrone fished out his handkerchief once again. He covered his nose, then coughed a 
couple of times. His face was unusually pale as he said, “General Felton, I will be 
officially informing Lord Campbell of your every action today in a black-and-white.” 
Kingsley merely leered at Tyrone coldly. What an idiot! 
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Chapter 258 Hidden Laboratory 
Donald was standing right in front of him. 
Tyrone queried, “Will you get in my way if I obtain the permit for the land reclamation 
project from other firms?” 
His eyes had narrowed into slits dangerously. 
As long as Kingsley did not object, Tyrone would keep Kingsley, even if it meant making 
an enemy of the Horizon Group! 
“I don’t mind, but first, you’d have to find someone who’s willing to give up such a major 
project to you,” Kingsley replied indifferently. 
Tyrone nodded. “All right, then. Will you be joining us for a meal?” 
He acted as though nothing had happened earlier. It was almost like Kingsley had not 
just slapped him. 
Kingsley merely cast him a quick glance before getting up to leave. 
The crowd parted for him. 
Tyrone then turned to Donald. “You gave me a surprise, and it wasn’t a pleasant one.” 
“I know, but I don’t mind,” Donald replied expressionlessly. 
“You seem to have an ace up your sleeve. Well, it matters not. I’ll be sure to find out 
everything by today.” Tyrone placed his silk handkerchief in his pocket before 
continuing, “After that, I’ll have some free time to deal with you.” 
“I’m looking forward to it.” Donald nodded in acknowledgment. 
Tyrone stared at Donald for some time before eventually leaving. 



The ceremony had been a catastrophic failure, so he had no intention of staying any 
longer. 
No matter what, he would not leave Pollerton empty-handed, and he vowed to get the 
project, marry Jennifer, or find a compatible heart and bone marrow transplant. 
The crowd slowly dispersed after the commotion died down. 
Reina walked over to Donald’s side and massaged his temples. She asked gently, “You 
must be tired, right?” 
Donald replied, “I’m fine. Also, please keep your distance from me. It’s dangerous.” 
Reina walked before Donald and squatted down, surreptitiously revealing her cleavage. 
“I’m not scared. As long as you’re here, I have nothing to be afraid of.” 
Donald patted her on the head. “Silly girl.” 
Reina placed her head on Donald’s lap and mumbled, “I had nothing from the start. If it 
weren’t for you, who knows what state I’d be in now?” 
Donald sighed. “Don’t think about it too much.” 
Reina nodded. 
“Now you’re making me jealous,” Lana whined. 
Donald turned to face her, and she quickly slid toward him and leaned against him. “I’m 
not afraid, either.” 
Reina was petite and adorable, while Lana was full of mature charm. The latter was 
literally exuding pheromones from her body, and Donald caught a faint scent coming 
from her. 
“I’m much better than Jennifer. I don’t have to take care of my brother, and my parents 
aren’t greedy and materialistic people. In terms of looks, I’m not inferior to her in any 
way. She’s no match for me in terms of skills either! Would you like to try me out?” Lana 
bit her lip. 
Charles, who had been watching uncomfortably from the side, quickly left the room and 
even closed the door behind him. 
Donald remained silent. 
“Come on, say something. You may tease me if you want,” Lana whispered by Donald’s 
ear, gently blowing air into it. 
“There are several corpses here. Do you really think this is the time and place?” Donald 
inquired. 
“That doesn’t matter.” Lana did not seem to mind. 
Suddenly, Donald’s phone rang. It was Lilith. “Lord Campbell, there’s an update on the 
situation.” 
“Wait for me outside the substation,” Donald instructed. 
After that, he sped toward the substation in his car. The substation was just a cover, as 
there was a S7-Grade laboratory underneath it! 
It was a specialized military research laboratory where the Rising Dragon Project was to 
be executed. 
The Rising Dragon Project required twenty-eight satellites to be launched from four 
different locations. If equipped with tactical weapons such as intercontinental missiles, it 
could become the world’s most advanced precision-strike system. It had no blind spots 
around the globe and a precision of thirty centimeters. 
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Chapter 259 Cosmic Bank 
Once the project was complete, it would become a fearsome military weapon. 
Even though measures had been taken to keep this a secret, some intelligence was still 
leaked. There were now several people eyeing the project in Pollerton. 
In a heavy-duty truck outside the substation, Lilith was calibrating all sorts of data using 
a plethora of advanced equipment. 
Donald scanned the surroundings and noticed many people spying on them. 
He put on his mask, got off the vehicle, and stood outside the substation. 
Since the location had already been exposed, the next best thing he could do was deter 
them through intimidation. 
A foreigner saw Donald standing at the substation through his binoculars and 
exclaimed, “Oh my god! Look who’s there! It’s the Golden Lord!” 
“D*mn it! The Chiliad Avion hired the Golden Lord to protect the S7-Grade laboratory!” 
“This is bad!” 
Many of the spies left silently, and some spies from a few small countries gave up on 
this operation as well. It’s not worth offending Golden Lord for this! 
Golden Lord’s reputation was well-known even overseas. He was known as a maniac 
who would hunt you down if you offended him, even if you returned to your home 
country. 
Not even the government could protect you then. 
“We managed to get something out of that young man. He’s affiliated with Papillon. 
According to his statement, Papillon will send a team of ten men to Pollerton. The one in 
charge is likely the man ranked nineteenth in the International Ranking of Assassins, 
Shaun Freedman!” 
Shaun Freedman? 
Donald’s eyes narrowed. Shaun was from Yorksland and was a part of the Freedman 
clan. He joined Papillon twenty years prior, and his power level was over three hundred 
thousand back then. It was even higher than the Wyvern King, Kingsley! 
Twenty years had passed since then. Surely he would be even more powerful now. 
“In addition, there has been movement on Noah’s side. It’s likely that he’s used the 
ultimate weapon that was leaked from the S8-Grade laboratory,” Lilith concluded grimly. 
It was almost certain that Noah was colluding with one of the S9-Grade laboratories. 
The S9-Grade laboratory in question should be focusing on genetic engineering and 
top-end weaponry. 
Every S9-Grade laboratory was in charge of more than ten S8-Grade laboratories, 
dozens of S7-Grade laboratories, and even more S6-Grade laboratories. Lilith was 
understandably stressed about this situation. 
“It’s all right; I’m here. Just enter the laboratory as per normal tomorrow,” Donald 
assured her. 
Lilith sighed. “I know. I need to use the laboratory for three days. I’ll be counting on 
you!” 
Donald nodded. Ryan approached him after this and discussed the details of the plans 
for the following day with him. 
Shortly after, there was news from Kingsley and Bradley that Cosmic Bank was 
extremely suspicious. It was likely that the S6-Grade laboratory was hidden right 
underneath the main building of the bank, Cosmic Plaza. 



Donald garnered relevant information regarding Cosmic Bank. The bank used to be a 
financial organization specializing in illegal money lending. It was infamous in Pollerton 
for the way it forcibly collected debts. After that, there was a period where they stepped 
up legal measures. Cosmic Bank then set up legal banking services and became a 
proper bank. It mainly dealt in loans and operated in the form of hundreds of online 
platforms. 
“It won’t be easy getting into Cosmic Plaza. The first through third stories are for the 
general public and are mainly occupied by debt collectors. The man in charge of them is 
Lloyd Leo. He has an inflated ego, and he even denied Zayne entry,” Kingsley 
explained. 
Donald instructed, “Let’s not alert the enemy. I’ll make a trip there personally.” 
At the same time, Jennifer arrived at Cosmic Plaza. 
She was there for only one reason—she needed a loan. 
A woman dressed to the nines was talking to Jennifer. 
“It’s been a while, Jennifer! I can’t believe that you’re a CEO now. What a surprise!” The 
woman chuckled. 
If Donald was present, he would recognize her immediately. 
She was Felicia Hunt, and she used to be Jennifer’s close friend. 
Jennifer smiled. “I was just lucky.” 
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Chapter 260 Meeting Felicia 
“Is it true that you had a divorce with Donald?” Felicia enquired. 
Jennifer sighed. “Yes, that was a month ago.” 
Felicia nodded. “That’s great. You’re such a prize catch. Donald isn’t worthy of you 
anyway. If my brother wasn’t already engaged, I’d like to introduce you to him!” 
“Your brother?” Jennifer was puzzled. 
Felicia smiled. “That’s right. He went to study in Yartran with me. My mother arranged a 
marriage for him. Come to think of it, you know his fiancée too. Her name is Reina.” 
“Huh?” Jennifer was taken aback. 
I didn’t know Reina had a boyfriend. She acts so intimately with Donald all the time. 
“Reina was seeking capital to start a business back then. My mom gave her ten million 
as start-up capital,” Felicia explained. 
Felicia’s mother is Ms. Dolezal! 
Jennifer could only laugh bitterly. “That sounds complicated.” 
Felicia changed the topic. “Let’s get back to talking business. Our family is acquainted 
with Mr. Leo, so you’ll get a reasonable interest rate. The only problem is that Mr. Leo 
has some weird hobbies. Just bear with it and you’ll be fine.” 
Jennifer frowned and felt that something was amiss. 
Just as she was about to ask about it, Felicia’s phone rang. She picked it up. “Hello? 
Mr. Leo? Yes, we’re downstairs. All right; we’re on our way.” 
She then hung up and turned to Jennifer. “Mr. Leo is waiting for us at the seventh story. 
Let’s head upstairs.” 
Jennifer followed Felicia to the elevator. 
Through the transparent walls of the elevator, Jennifer saw that the first through sixth 



stories were full of tattooed men wearing sunglasses. They were sitting in small groups, 
and some of them were on the phone. 
Jennifer shuddered. “These people are…” 
These people were clearly not employees of a normal bank. 
Felicia chuckled. “That’s where Mr. Leo is resourceful. These men are all debt 
collectors. Mr. Leo has monopolized debt collecting in the entire Pollerton! Some of 
these men were ex-convicts, and some are local gangsters.” 
Jennifer simply stared at them while they stared back at her. 
There was a strange look in their eyes. 
Soon, Jennifer and Felicia arrived at the seventh story. They entered a lavishly 
decorated office of over two hundred square feet. There were all sorts of decorative 
stones and famous paintings in the office. 
“Mr. Leo loves collecting ores. He’d buy them as unrefined ores and see if there are 
valuable gems inside,” Felicia explained. 
A secretary came over, poured the two of them a cup of coffee each, and stood at the 
side. 
After that, there was a sound of footsteps approaching them. 
Lloyd entered the room. 
He was a man in his forties. Although it was still early autumn, he was dressed in a mink 
coat and had a cigar in his hand. There was a gold ring on every single one of his ten 
fingers. He looked like a tycoon. 
This man was the biggest debt collector and the most troublesome gangster in 
Pollerton. 
People like him were the most troublesome to deal with. Even Zayne was unwilling to 
build ties with him. 
Lloyd’s eyes lit up when he saw Jennifer. “Good day to you, Ms. Wilson. I’ve heard the 
rumors about you, and you’re as beautiful as they say.” 
Jennifer smiled awkwardly. “You flatter me, Mr. Leo.” 
Felicia stepped forward and greeted him, “It’s been a while, Mr. Leo.” 
Lloyd cast Felicia a peculiar look and placed an arm around her waist. “Let me give you 
a hug, Felicia. Time really flies; you’re all grown up now.” 
Lloyd’s hands were all over Felicia’s chest. 
To Jennifer’s surprise, Felicia did not show any sign of resistance and even started 
giggling. 
Jennifer frowned. Something’s wrong here. 
“Let’s cut to the chase then. Jennifer here needs a loan of a hundred million,” Felicia 
explained. 
Lloyd replied, “A hundred million is no small sum! I need at least half a year to earn this 
much.” 
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Chapter 261 Collateral 
Jennifer replied, “Mr. Leo, I’m sure you’ve heard the news as well. I’ve recently 
managed to secure a major land reclamation project, and I’ll be able to recoup all losses 
by January next year. Please rest assured; we will definitely be able to pay the loan.” 



“What will you be using as collateral?” Lloyd took a seat and glanced at Jennifer. He 
then picked up an oval-shaped ore the size of a human head and started fiddling with it. 
Jennifer hesitated before suggesting, “Can I use the land reclamation project permit as 
collateral?” 
Lloyd stroked the ore in his hand and shook his head with a smile. “You youngsters 
need to be more sincere. What am I supposed to do with a permit? I don’t know much 
about engineering, so it’s worthless to me. Try something else.” 
Jennifer’s brows furrowed and she turned to look at Felicia. 
That wasn’t the deal! Didn’t Felicia say that the permit was enough? Why did Mr. Leo 
change his mind? 
Jennifer replied, “Mr. Leo, the most valuable thing I have on hand is the permit for the 
land reclamation project. If you’re not satisfied with that, then I’ll be taking my leave. 
Thank you for your time.” 
Lloyd glanced at Jennifer and scanned her from top to toe. “That’s not right. You do 
have something else to offer as collateral.” 
Jennifer was stunned. What does he mean? 
Lloyd cackled and enlightened her, “The most valuable collateral you possess is your 
body! I can give you a loan of a hundred million. The loan period is six months with an 
interest of fifty million. In other words, you have to pay me a total of a hundred and fifty 
million in six months’ time. However, you’ll have to stay here as collateral for those six 
months!” 
Jennifer’s expression changed. 
Fifty million in interest for a loan period of six months? That’s clearly overpriced! What’s 
more, he wants me as collateral! Who knows what would happen to me if I agreed? It’s 
probably a fate worse than death! 
“Thank you for your time today, Mr. Leo.” Jennifer got up to leave. 
Felicia stopped her. “Hold on, Jennifer.” 
Jennifer turned to look at her. 
Felicia continued, “The interest of this loan is really low. Mr. Leo would charge at least 
double for anyone else.” 
Fifty million for six months is a good deal? 
Jennifer laughed apologetically. “I’m sorry, Felicia. I’ll just have to find another way to 
raise funds.” 
Felicia started to panic. “Jennifer, Mr. Leo is a busy man. I went through so much to 
make an appointment for you. How could you leave just like that?” 
Lloyd simply sat on the couch, his gaze turning colder with each passing second. 
Cosmic Plaza isn’t a place you can come and leave as you please. 
“Who said you could go?” Lloyd sneered. “My time is precious. It’s not something the 
likes of you can afford.” 
Jennifer apologized, “I’m really sorry, Mr. Leo, but I’m unable to afford the conditions 
you offered me.” 
Lloyd suddenly burst out in laughter. He placed the ore on top of the coffee table and 
made an offer, “Ms. Wilson, why don’t we have a gamble?” 
Jennifer was puzzled and simply waited for Lloyd to continue. 
Lloyd explained, “I love collecting ores. One might even say this is gambling. I love to 
seek the thrills of the unknown. Let’s have a gamble then. Buy this ore for a hundred 



thousand! If what’s inside is worth less than that, I’ll leave you be. If it’s worth more than 
a hundred thousand, then you’ll have to comply with every single one of my conditions!” 
Lloyd then narrowed his eyes and glared at Jennifer. 
Was this what Felicia meant by “weird hobbies”? 
Jennifer cleared her throat. “I’m the representative of the Wilson family of Tayhaven 
here in Pollerton…” 
She was prepared to use the Wilson family’s name to scare Lloyd into backing off. Many 
influential figures in Pollerton had tread carefully around the Wilson family. Even Zayne 
was no exception. 
However, to Jennifer’s disappointment, Lloyd gave her a scornful look. “The Wilson 
family of Tayhaven?” 
He feared no one, not even Zayne. The Wilson family was nothing to him! 
He had been Noah’s subordinate since a decade ago. After biding his time for over a 
decade, Noah would finally be able to regain power. That was why Lloyd acted so 
arrogantly! 
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Chapter 262 Encounter With Rupert 
Felicia hurriedly walked toward Jennifer and said to her, “Jennifer, hurry up and say you 
agree! I’ll get into trouble as well if you make Mr. Leo angry!” 
After a pause, she went on to say, “If you really can’t do it, then I’ll just pay the one 
hundred thousand!” 
Jennifer scanned her surroundings, then she shivered as she felt a chill down her spine. 
She could see through the floor-to-ceiling window that a lot of people had surrounded 
the place. 
All of them had elaborate tattoos of dragons and phoenixes on their bodies, indicating 
that they were debt collectors. 
Each and every single one of them was staring at Jennifer like she was prey. 
“Okay, but Mr. Leo has to keep his promise!” Jennifer whispered, her whole body 
trembling. 
After that, Jennifer took out her phone to pay the one hundred thousand. 
A moment later, an old man entered with a mini cutter machine. 
“This man here is an appraiser, so he would never resort to tricks for the sake of our 
relationship. Don’t worry.” Mr. Leo leaned against the couch, while Felicia walked to his 
back and gave him a shoulder massage. 
Then, the old man started cutting the stone, resulting in a loud and sharp noise. Jennifer 
could feel her heart in her throat. 
She understood nothing about stone gambling, after all. 
When the stone was cut to a depth of one-third of its size, the jade within the stone was 
still not visible, so Jennifer started to relax. 
“Impossible. This stone is at least a million years old. It’s impossible that it contains 
nothing,” Felicia said. 
The old man continued cutting the stone. In the end, the blade produced a loud clang, 
and sparks were seen. 
Lloyd’s expression became focused, and he hurriedly sat up to stare at the stone 



seriously. “Start the peeling process.” 
With a nod, the old man began to do as instructed. 
A few moments later, the old man had an eight-sided even-faced crystal that was the 
size of a baby’s fist in his palms, which he then showed to Lloyd. “It’s not valuable. It’s 
just an even-faced crystal that has a similar market price as agate.” 
Lloyd seemed very disappointed. He then threw the crystal at Jennifer, who caught it 
and carefully placed it in her own handbag. 
“Can I go now, Mr. Leo?” Jennifer asked. 
With a dark expression on his face, he nodded in spite of his reluctance. “Go.” 
As if she had escaped a death sentence, Jennifer walked on her high heels and hurried 
out of the office. 
The moment she exited the office, though, she was blocked by a person. 
When she looked up, her face instantly paled, for the person was none other than 
Rupert. 
He was a demon who would kill without hesitation, as proven by the contents in the 
flash drive and the incident at the chemical plant in the western suburbs. 
After the incident in the chemical plant in the western suburbs, Anastasia was killed by 
Donald, whereas Rupert went into hiding. 
Coincidentally, Tyrone came to Pollerton, and Rupert appeared again. However, he 
soon went into hiding again, so Chiliad Avion never had the chance to capture Rupert. 
Never once did Jennifer expect that Rupert would appear in Cosmic Plaza. 
“Ms. Wilson, we meet again.” The smile on Rupert’s face was incredibly sinister. He was 
showing his teeth as he smiled, which was such a scary sight that would send chills 
down anyone’s spine. 
“Hello, Mr. Rodriguez,” Jennifer replied somewhat fearfully as she took a step back. 
Rupert took a step closer to her while he pushed his glasses up his nose. “Ms. Wilson, 
you seem rather scared of me. May I know why?” 
Jennifer forced a smile and replied, “No, I’m not scared of you. You’re funny, Mr. 
Rodriguez.” 
Rupert merely smiled while shaking his head. Then, an incredibly savage look appeared 
on his face, and he held her by her neck. “You’ve actually come out unharmed from the 
chemical plant in the western suburbs. Pray tell, what happened that day?” 
His sister, Anastasia, had died in a terrible manner, and the flash drive had 
disappeared, so he was in a constantly unsettled state. All of his trustworthy assistants 
had all died in the chemical plant, and even the list of the people who had previously 
come into contact with the girl, Sara, was gone. 
Without the list, he would never know who had come into contact with Sara, and who 
were the ones who had escaped the chemical plant. 
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Chapter 263 Golden Lord To The Rescue 
Nonetheless, he knew that there was one person who had come out unharmed, and 
that person was none other than Jennifer. 
“I… don’t… know!” Jennifer was having difficulty breathing, and her face was starting to 
turn red from the lack of oxygen. 



Like an utter madman, Rupert suddenly released her and said to her gently, “I’m sorry. 
I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have been so violent.” 
Then, he pulled Jennifer back into the office and closed the door behind him. 
Right when Felicia was about to say something, Rupert spoke first. “Are you going to 
scram on your own? Or do you want me to drag you out?” 
Felicia trembled all over. After taking a glance at Jennifer, she hurriedly walked toward 
the exit. “I’ll go.” 
She had completely ignored Jennifer’s silent plea for help with her eyes. 
“Leo, give her the special treatment. After you’ve extracted the secret from her, kill her,” 
Rupert ordered. 
Lloyd nodded. “Understood, Mr. Rodriguez.” 
Rupert then pointed at his surroundings. “Turn on the cameras. I want to watch the 
whole recording later. I have something to deal with now. We’ll take action tomorrow!” 
“Please rest assured.” Lloyd immediately bowed at him. 
Then, Rupert patted Jennifer’s face and said, “Speak up. If you don’t, I’ll kill your entire 
family.” 
With that, Rupert went out and closed the door behind him. 
Now, only Lloyd and Jennifer were left in the room. 
“All right. Now that there’s no one else to disturb us, let’s get down to business.” Lloyd 
smiled in a savage way as he spoke and inched closer to Jennifer. 
A look of fear appeared on Jennifer’s face. After scanning her surroundings, she noticed 
that there were at least eight automated cameras that were directed straight at her. 
She knew that Lloyd probably wanted to publicize the video after he was done 
humiliating her. 
“I am the ambassador of the Wilson family from Tayhaven!” Jennifer was still struggling. 
A sinister look appeared on Lloyd’s face. “I’ve said it before that I’m not scared of the 
Wilson family from Tayhaven. My boss is Mr. Noah. Does the Wilson family even dare 
to mess with him?” 
Noah Rodriguez… That godd*mned Parasite! 
“Enjoy your special treat for now. Then, you can start spilling the details.” Lloyd inched 
closer to her and wrapped one hand around her soft neck while he got ready to tear her 
clothes apart with his other hand. 
Jennifer floundered with her limbs as her breathing quickened. Tears started flowing 
down her cheeks in spite of herself. 
Why do I have to go through so much pain after divorcing Donald? Has Donald been 
protecting me all along? Or should I have never taken this path from the beginning? 
Why did I have to divorce Donald? Why couldn’t I just live my life as a normal person? 
Jennifer had fallen into despair, and her eyesight was getting blurry as she gradually 
lost consciousness. 
Right when she was in the utmost despair, she suddenly saw a bright golden light. 
Then, she could see, albeit foggily, that someone had broken the reinforced glass with a 
punch from outside the window on the seventh floor. The whole window that was 
reinforced was shattered into glass in an instant! 
“Are you tired of living?” Donald jumped in from outside the window, glaring at Mr. Leo 
with a glacial look. 
When he saw how Jennifer was being choked by Lloyd, with her face flushed as she 



gasped desperately for air, he was truly angered. 
Lloyd shivered all over when he saw the masked man with a golden cape. In a hoarse 
voice, he yelped, “Golden Lord! Why are you here?” 
“I have been looking for the S6-Grade laboratory. Seems like I’ve found it.” Donald 
scanned the room, and when he saw the eight cameras, he snorted coldly. 
When Lloyd heard that, he instantly knew that things were bad for him. 
The construction of the S6-Grade laboratory had taken more than six decades. 
The secret construction had started in Noah’s grandfather’s time. It was an extremely 
confidential operation, so almost no one knew about it in the whole of Pollerton. 
However, it seemed that Golden Lord had known about it. 
“Don’t come any closer, or I’ll choke her to death!” Lloyd warned in a frosty tone. Then, 
he took a step back with Jennifer’s neck still in his hand. 
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Chapter 264 Weakness 
Jennifer looked helplessly at Donald as she saw those unmistakably familiar eyes 
through the golden mask once more. She almost yelled out that he was Donald. 
Upon hearing that, Donald’s face became expressionless and apathetic. He vanished 
from his position and reappeared next to Lloyd. Then, he raised his hand to chop at 
Lloyd’s right arm. 
“Ah!” 
Lloyd let out an ear-deafening and blood-curling scream. In the next moment, his entire 
right arm dropped to the ground. 
Donald pulled Jennifer behind him. Just as he was about to finish Lloyd off, his hand 
came into contact with Jennifer’s backpack, and his vision turned dark. Donald felt a 
sharp pain in his head as though thousands of needles had penetrated his brain. 
At the same time, his eyes turned blood-red, and blood started flowing out of his mouth 
and nose and leaking out of his mask. 
He then staggered backward and almost fell but somehow managed to steady himself. 
Jennifer froze as she noticed his bloodshot eyes and the blood flowing from under the 
mask. 
Lloyd was absolutely dumbfounded. 
“What’s in your bag?” Donald hollered in a low voice as a bad feeling rose within him. 
He raised his hand and let out a burst of energy, instantly destroying the eight cameras. 
Lloyd’s heart raced, and he yelled, “Golden Lord has a weakness. It’s in Jennifer’s bag!” 
Donald noticed Lloyd was about to escape through the window and immediately 
charged toward him to punch the top of his head. 
Jennifer heard a cracking sound as Lloyd fell from the seventh floor. 
Donald was standing by the window, around eight meters away from Jennifer. He 
repeated, “Take out all the things in your bag and let me see!” 
Although Jennifer had no clue what was happening, she still poured out all the things in 
the bag obediently. 
There were lipstick, tissues, wet wipes, mascara, paper and pencil, and more. Yet, there 
was another thing that caught Donald’s attention. 
It was that eight-sided crystal! 



The crystal was clear and shimmering like it was a diamond. 
Once again, Donald felt the stinging pain in his eyes. Blood came out from the corner of 
his mouth. 
He felt an immense amount of radiation and strange energy fluctuations. 
“What’s that? Where did you get it from?” Donald asked, pointing at the eight-sided 
crystal. 
Jennifer shook her head. “I don’t know. It’s cut out of a stone.” 
Donald did not dare to go near the crystal, so he remarked, “This thing is my weakness. 
You can’t tell anyone, got it?” 
Jennifer nodded her head weakly. “Okay. Don’t worry. I won’t tell anyone even if it 
means risking my life!” 
“I will arrange for someone else to pick you up. I have to take this thing to the laboratory 
to run a test. Also, you can stay at the place I prepared for you for these few days,” 
Donald said. 
Jennifer bit her lips and inquired softly, “Donald, is it you?” 
He stared at Jennifer for some time and remained silent. 
Bradley pushed open the door and walked in. He greeted, “Ms. Wilson, please follow 
me.” 
He then picked up the eight-sided crystal. 
“Take it to the laboratory. I want the results in an hour!” Donald instructed. 
“Understood.” Bradley left respectfully and took Jennifer to Supreme Villa in Pollerton 
Estates. 
At the same time, Rupert was in the surveillance room. Everything that happened 
before the cameras were destroyed had been recorded. 
Rupert was watching the surveillance repeatedly and muttering, “I can’t believe that 
Golden Lord, who seems to be invincible, has a weakness. It’s in Jennifer’s bag! 
Unfortunately, the surveillance cameras were destroyed. What exactly is his 
weakness?” 
“Seeing Golden Lord’s eyes and the blood flowing out from under his mask, the thing 
inside Jennifer’s bag must be fatal to him,” said a slim and gentle-looking young guy 
from behind. He was the Sparrow Lord from the Twelve Divine Deities under Noah. 
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After Rupert mused for a moment, he said, “We only have twenty-four hours. The S7-
Grade laboratory will launch the satellite tomorrow, and it will be hard for us to attack 
with Golden Lord stationed there. Therefore, we must know what that thing is within 
twenty-four hours and use it to create the Anti Golden Lord Device. Begin the level-one 
plan. We have to successfully create the Anti Golden Lord Device within twenty-four 
hours!” 
“Understood, Mr. Rodriguez. However, Golden Lord is heading here now, so we have to 
evacuate as soon as possible.” 
Rupert stood up. “I really don’t want to leave these samples. They are worth a few 
hundred million.” 
Sparrow Lord replied, “There’s still hope as long as we’re alive. I’ll destroy the samples, 



and you can leave first. Then, I’ll go to find Jennifer.” 
Donald sat in the room at Cosmic Plaza for a while. He then turned to look at his arm. 
His veins were abnormally bulging, and it was just like green tattoos all over his whole 
arm. 
Donald took off his mask for a bit and saw that his face also had the same marking. 
The eight-sided crystal was one of his weaknesses. 
It was the only weakness he encountered during those ten years. 
Not long after, Lilith’s call came. “Mr. Campbell, the analysis results are out.” 
Donald put his mask back on and felt slightly weak. He responded, “Give me all the 
details.” 
“It’s called the Jadar Stone. In 2003, the first piece was discovered in Aeruean Circle, 
and since then, other pieces have been discovered one after the other. However, there 
aren’t many of them. It is a very radioactive form of a meteorite. Jadar Stone can also 
cause mutation in people’s genes in a short period of time, which can result in cancer. It 
doesn’t affect normal people, but it affects people like you. This secret will be a fatal 
blow to you if it’s leaked as there are currently no ways to deal with Jadar Stone. If 
those people are able to get a hold of this, they have the ability to create a counter 
weapon against you within twenty-four hours. I feel like you should do something about 
Jennifer, such as silencing her definitively,” Lilith said carefully. 
Donald closed his eyes. He understood her words and had also heard of Jadar Stones 
before. Donald closed his eyes. He understood her words and had also heard of Jadar 
Stone. 
The top assassin on the leaderboard, Harp King, died from the Anti Harp King Device, 
which was constructed from Jadar Stone. He was killed in the second year following the 
discovery of Jadar Stone, which was fifteen years ago. 
Secrets could only be kept by the dead. As long as Jennifer was still alive, he would be 
in a risky situation. 
“You can go to the laboratory in peace. I will deal with the rest,” Donald stated. 
With that, Lilith hung up. 
Then, Donald opened his Polaris System. “Arrange for a plane to bring my halberd here 
within ten hours!” 
Those who received this news were gravely shaken. 
Golden Lord’s exclusive weapon was sealed up the moment he became Lord Campbell. 
He’s actually bringing it out again. Did he encounter a big problem? 
However, no one dared to ask. 
After doing that, Donald called Ryan, who was in Chiliad Avion, and explained his 
current predicament. 
Immediately, Ryan was astonished. “Ms. Wilson must be sent to Chiliad Avion for 
protection. Otherwise, if the secret gets out, it will be extremely detrimental to you!” 
Donald asked, “How do you know there aren’t any of Noah’s people in Chiliad Avion?” 
Ryan was silent for a moment. 
Donald said, “This is a very crucial moment. You also have to mobilize other experts, 
such as Mr. Stewart’s forces.” 
Ryan was in a dilemma and replied, “Mr. Stewart is currently in East Epea. He won’t be 
able to make it in time, and he has other missions. Also, it’s better if fewer people know 
about this-” 



Donald interrupted him before he could finish his sentence and replied, “Okay. I got it.” 
Kingsley entered the room and looked at Donald worriedly. He asked, “Do you want 
Phoenix Bird and Black Chelonian to come over?” 
Donald shook his head. “No. It is a critical period for the S9-Grade laboratory. I can only 
withstand it alone. Your next mission is to eliminate all potential dangers without holding 
back. Leave the substation to me.” 
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Kingsley then stated, “The location of the laboratory was found. It’s underground, but 
Rupert has already escaped.” 
Donald and Kingsley entered the underground laboratory. 
It was an underground laboratory with six floors, and there were experimental devices 
and even all kinds of sophisticated equipment everywhere. 
There were corpses all over the floor. They were killed by Rupert and Sparrow Lord 
when they were escaping. 
Donald’s gaze was indifferent and was not sympathetic to their deaths. 
“The samples were destroyed, but some traces of genetic data were still found.” 
Kingsley turned on a laptop. “This laboratory has exported the genetic data of hundreds 
of thousands of Yorksland citizens. It was definitely used for genetic research. However, 
we don’t know if a genetic poison specifically targeting Yorksland’s citizens will emerge.” 
“Your task now is to try your best to hunt down and kill Rupert. I will handle the rest!” 
Donald instructed. 
Kingsley left immediately. 
Donald pondered for a long time before finally deciding to make a trip to Supreme Villa 
to see Jennifer once more. 
This time, he went by his real identity rather than hiding it. 
Meanwhile, Jennifer was astounded by Supreme Villa’s grandeur. 
There was a room that was locked that she was unable to enter. It seemed to be the 
master bedroom. 
Just as she was lamenting, the door was pushed open suddenly. 
Donald walked in. 
Jennifer froze for a long moment. Soon after, her eyes lit up splendidly with excitement. 
“You’re Golden Lord, aren’t you?” 
Donald stared at her for a long time. Then, he uttered softly, “Jennifer, you must not tell 
anyone about the matter regarding that stone, okay? The consequences would be 
disastrous if you did.” 
It’s true! He admitted it. 
Jennifer’s eyes widened. She never expected her ex-husband to be Golden Lord. 
“Don’t worry. I definitely won’t say anything.” Jennifer’s eyes shone brightly as she 
looked at Donald. She still had yet to regain her composure. 
Donald continued, “That stone is known as the Jadar stone, and it’s fatal for me. Once 
they learn about it, my opponents will utilize it to build a device. The worst-case 
scenario is that I develop cancer or even die on the spot immediately. Hence, I hope 
you’ll be able to keep the big picture in mind.” 



Jennifer nodded and walked over to stand beside him. “How did you manage to hide 
this so well? 
Donald responded, “I can’t help it due to my missions.” 
While they were talking, Jennifer’s phone rang all of a sudden. Her phone screen 
showed that it was a video call from Kevin on WhatsApp. 
Jennifer took a look at Donald and turned to walk to the side. She picked up the call. 
“Hello, Kev.” 
As soon as the call connected, Kevin’s terrifying scream came from the other end of the 
phone. “Jennifer, save me!” 
It was followed by Jennifer’s mother, Linda’s blood-curling scream. “Jenny, save me!” 
Leonard’s voice sounded right after. “Jennifer!” 
Donald instantly had a bad feeling about it. 
Sure enough, the video showed Kevin and his family lying on the ground covered in 
blood. 
Rupert stood behind the webcam and held a knife in his hand. He pointed it at Kevin’s 
crotch and said, “Ms. Wilson, Mr. Campbell, we meet again.” 
Jennifer’s face paled grimly at his words. She trembled and questioned, “Rupert, what 
are you trying to do? Come at me instead. Don’t do anything to my family!” 
Rupert chuckled and slid his sharp short knife across Kevin’s face. Instantly, a wound 
appeared. 
He seemed like a devil as he smiled and said, “Jennifer, I will give you ten seconds to 
say Golden Lord’s weakness. I hope you will cooperate, or I will kill your family!” 
Donald, who was ready to destroy Jennifer’s phone directly, paused. He was waiting for 
her choice. 
Jennifer’s entire body shook, and she felt her head go blank. 

 


